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The question of how the human brain represents conceptual knowledge has been debated in
many scientific fields. Brain imaging studies have shown that different spatial patterns of neural
activation are associated with thinking about different semantic categories of pictures and
words (for example, tools, buildings, and animals).We present a computational model that predicts
the functionalmagnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)neural activation associated with words forwhich
fAARI
data are not yet available. Thismodel is trainedwith a combination of data from a trillion-word
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Fig. 1. Formof the model for predicting fMRIactivation for arbitrary noun stimuli. fMRIactivation
is predicted in a two-step process. The first step encodes the meaning of the input stimulus word in
terms

of

intermediate

semantic

features

whose

values

are

extracted

from

a

large

corpus

of text

exhibiting typicalword use. The second step predicts the fMRIimage as a linear combination of the
fMRIsignatures associated with each of these intermediate semantic features.
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for given stimulus words. (A)
Forming

a prediction
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ticipant PI for the stimulus

Observed:

"celery" after training on
58 other words. Learned cw co

word

efficients for 3 of the 25 se
mantic

features

("eat,"

"taste,"

and "fill")are depicted by the
voxel colors in the three images
at the top of the panel The co
occurrencevalue for each of these features for the stimulusword "celery"is
shown to the leftof their respectiveimages [e.g., the value for "eat (celery)"is
0.84]. The predictedactivationfor the stimulusword [shownat the bottom of
(A)] is a linearcombinationof the 25 semantic fMRIsignatures,weighted by
their

co-occurrence

values.

This figure

shows

just one

horizontal

slice

[z

=

-12 mm inMontreal Neurological Institute (MNI)space] of the predicted
three-dimensional image. (B) Predicted and observed fMRI images for
"celery"and "airplane"after training that uses 58 other words. The two long
red and blue vertical streaksnear the top (posteriorregion) of the predicted
and observed images are the left and right fusiform gyri.
Fig.
most
dicted

3.

Locations

of

pre
accurately
voxels.
Surface

(A) and glass brain (B)
rendering of the correla

tion between predicted
and actual

voxel

activa

tions for words outside
the training

set for par

ticipantP5. These panels show clusterscontainingat least10 contiguousvoxels, each of whose
predicted-actualcorrelationis at least0.28. Thesevoxel clustersare distributedthroughoutthe
cortex and located in the left and right occipital and parietal lobes; left and right fusiform,
postcentral,andmiddle frontalgyri; left inferiorfrontalgyrus;medial frontalgyrus;and anterior
over all nine
correlation averaged
rendering of the predicted-actual
at
This
clusters
least
10
each with
voxels,
participants.
panel represents
containing
contiguous
average correlation of at least 0.14.
cingulate.
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garding
neural representations

"touch,"
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"run," "push,"

"nib," "lift," "manipulate,"

"fill," ''move," "ride," "say," "fear," "open," "ap
"
"wear," "break,"
proach," "near," "enter," "drive
to
and "clean." These verbs generally
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motor
and
actions
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on objects,
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involving changes to
For each verb, the value of the
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associated
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accuracy

forms
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corpus. One exception was made for the verb "see."
Its past tense was omitted because "saw" is one of
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for a single model
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stimulus

scaling
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the vector of 25 feature values to unit length.
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each of
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set of 25
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and then match
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and the two ob
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match
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occurrence count of w with any of three forms of the
verb (e.g., "taste," "tastes," or 'lasted") over the text

feature

trained model

the two predicted

image
across
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Each

trained

images.The process of predicting the fMRI image
for a held-outword is illustratedin Fig. 2A. The

responses

spatial relationships.
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corresponding

repeatedly

similarity, evaluated over
with
stable
the most

(26). The
training presentations
inmatching
the left-out words to

theirleft-outfMRI images is 0.50 if themodel per
of 0.62 or
accuracy
trained for a single par

levels. An

ticipantwas determinedto be statisticallysignificant
(P< 0.05) relativeto chance,based on theempirical
distribution

of accuracies

null models

(26). Similarly,

for randomly
observing

generated
an accuracy

of 0.62 or higher for each of thenine independently

3 of the 25 semantic fea
tures, for participant PI
(toppanels) and averaged
over all nine participants
(bottom panels). Justone
horizontalz slice is shown

"eat"

predicts

Participant
P1

is

and

frequent

words,

semantic
of compu

of

plot

accu
are differentially
predictions
more
brain locations, presumably
in encoding
in those locations
involved
of

the input stimuli.

3 shows
the cortical

activations
the observed

averaged

over

highest-accuracy
uted across the cortex,
more strongly represented,
temporal,
sulcus,

These
participants.
are meaningfully
distrib
with
the left hemisphere

all nine

appearing

motor
cortex,
fusiform,
inferior frontal, orbital frontal,

in left inferior
intraparietal
and the oc

cipital cortex. This left hemisphere dominance is
consistentwith thegenerally held view that the left

sulcus, and some of the
are also
all of which

likelyto be involved invisual object processing.

is

It is interesting to consider whether
these trained
can extrapolate to make ac
computational models
curate predictions
in new semantic cat
for words
those in the training set To
egories beyond
but this time we
this, we retrained the models

excluding

test
ex

cludedfrom the trainingset all examples belonging

The accuracy of
set based on manually

to

verbs is shown

sensory-motor
in red. The accuracy of each feature
set is the average accuracy obtained

when itwas used to trainmodels for
each of the nine participants.

Figure

indicating

predicted
best correlate with

words

cipital cortex, intraparietal
inferior temporal regions,

the 500 most frequent words and
the feature

A

stimuli.

plays a larger role than the right hemi
hemisphere
in
semantic
High-accuracy
representation.
sphere
in the oc
voxels also appear in both hemispheres

the stimulus words.
chosen

two

these

voxels

shown in the blue histogram. Each
feature set is based on 25 words
chosen at random from the 5000
most

for

observed

activations,both for an individualparticipant (P5)

participants

features

semantic

is shown
the training set An example
themodel was trained on 58 of the

outside

in Fig. 2B, where

regions
for held-out

over

Mean

tational models that use 115 dif
ferent randomly selected sets of
intermediate

words

"accuracy map,"
the model's
where

Fig. 5. Accuraciesof models based
intermediate

that these
shows
by the trained models
capture substantial as
predicted
images frequently
stimulus
associated with
pects of brain activation

the semantics

with "push"activates the
Postcentral gyrus
Pars opercularis
Superior temporal
right postcentral gyrus,
sulcus (posterior)
(z=30 mm)
(z=24 mm)
which is believed to be
(z=12mm)
associated with premotor
planning.The semanticfeaturefor the verb "run"activatesthe posteriorportionof the right superiortemporal
sulcus,which is believed to be associatedwith the perceptionof biologicalmotion.

sets. The accuracy

Visual inspectionof thepredicted fMRI images
rjroduced

accurate

cortex. The se
gustatory
mantic
feature associated

feature

head motion,
the greater the prediction
that the variation
in accu
accuracy),
suggesting
racies across participants
is explained at least in part
by noise due to head motion.

participant's

the model's

believed to be part of the

on alternative

unseen words
in
tinguishing
pairs of previously
over three-quarters
of the 15,930 cross-validated
test pairs across these nine participants. Accuracy
=
was
across participants
correlated
(r
strongly
with
motion
the
less
the
estimated
head
-0.66)
(i.e.,

The model's

sub

which

0.83, 0.76, 0.78, 0.72, 0.78, 0.85, 0.73, 0.68,
=
and 0.82 (mean
0.77). Thus, all nine participant
models
exhibited
accuracies
significantly
specific
in dis
above chance levels. The models
succeeded

rate in different

stantial activity in right
pars opercularis,

formodels trainedon participantsPI throughP9
were

tually

ture associated with the
verb

two
inmatching
fMRI images

their unseen

similaritiesbetween all 60 predicted and observed
fMRI images is provided infig. S3.

fea

for each. The semantic

stimuli to

word

they cap
"celery" and "airplane" are not perfect,
ac
ture substantial
of the activation
components

for

signatures

unseen

be statis

would

60 stimuli for participantPI, omitting "celery"and
"airplane."
Although thepredicted fMRI imagesfor

"eat"
"push"

voxel

trained participant-specific
models
< 10-11.
tically significant at P
The cross-validated
accuracies

0.55
accuracy
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0.68,

ability

of

and 0.78

0.64,

=

0.70). This
se
to extrapolate
to words
from those on which
it was

the model

(mean

distant
mantically
trained suggests
that the semantic
features and
their learned neural activation
of the
signatures
may span a diverse semantic space.
Given
that the 60 stimuli are composed
of five

model

items

12 semantic

in each of

it is also
categories,
the degree to which
the

to determine

interesting
can make
model

accurate

the two held-out

test words

even when
predictions
are from the same cat

is likely to be more
the discrimination
egory, where
difficult (e.g., "celery" versus "com"). These within
category prediction accuracies for the nine individ
uals were

0.58, 0.72, 0.58, 0.77, 0.58,
=
(mean
0.62),
indicating that al
the model's
is lower when
it is
accuracy

0.61,
and 0.68

0.52,
though

0.58,

more

between
differentiating
semantically
on average
its predictions
stimuli,
remain above chance
levels.

similar

for "run" predicts strong activation
in the posterior
portion of the right superior temporal lobe along the
is involved in
sulcus, which others have suggested
of biological motion
(32, 33). To sum
perception
these learned signatures cause the model to
a noun
that
the neural activity representing
predict
will exhibit activity in gustatory cortex to the degree
that this noun co-occurs
tor areas to

the degree
and in cortical regions

related to body motion to the
that it co-occurs
with "run." Whereas
the

degree
top row of Fig. 4
tures for participant

these learned signa
P1, the bottom row shows the
mean of the nine signatures
learned independently
for the nine participants. The similarity of the two

substantial
The

the 60 available
the fMRI

was

stimulus words.

image for the held-out

trained using 59 of
Itwas then given
word and a set of

1001 candidatewords (the 1000frequenttokens,
the held-out

plus

word).

It ranked

these

1001

candidatesby first predicting the fMRI image for
each candidate

and then sorting

the 1001 candidates

the fMRI

pected percentile
ranked list would

image itwas provided. The ex
rank of the correct word
in this
be 0.50

if the model

were

op
ranks

erating at chance. The observed
percentile
for the nine participants were 0.79,0.71,0.74,0.67,
=
in
0.73, 0.77, 0.70, 0.63, and 0.76 (mean
0.72),
that the model
is to some degree appli
dicating
cable

across

a semantically

set of words

diverse

[see (26) for details].
A

second

tation model,
its prediction
basis

our compu
evaluating
of
quantitative measurements

approach
beyond

to

is to examine
the learned
accuracy,
set of fMRI signatures for the 25 verb-based

signatures. These 25 signatures represent themodel's
learned decomposition
of neural representations
into

of

nature for "touch," which
cortex
in somatosensory

superior

sulcus

the signature
vation in language-processing

participants.
25 semantic
Given
semantic

activation

for the semantic

feature "eat" predicts strong activa
tion in opercular cortex (as indicated by the arrows
in the left panels), which others have suggested
is a

of gustatory cortex involved in the sense
component
of taste (30). Also,
the learned fMRI signature for
substantial activation
in the right
"push" predicts
is widely
assumed to be
of complex,
coordinated
the learned signature
(31). Furthermore,

gyms, which
postcentral
in the planning
involved
movements

1194

learned feature

signatures for all
are provided at (26).
the success of this set of 25 intermediate
features

features motivated

that
by the conjecture
to basic se
components
corresponding
are related
to sensory-motor
properties
it is natural to ask how this set of interme

mantic

verbs,
diate semantic

features

compares with alternatives.
trained and tested models based

To explore this, we
on randomly generated

sets of semantic features,
by 25 randomly drawn words from the
5000 most frequent words
in the text corpus, ex
as well as the 500
the 60 stimulus words
cluding

each defined

most

(which contain many
frequent words
and words without much
specific

words

function
semantic

such as ctthe" and "have"). A total of 115
random feature sets was generated. For each feature

content,

set, models
the mean

The mean

the semantic
feature signatures
in
Examining
Fig. 4, one can see that the learned fMRI signature

The

regions (left posterior
left pars triangularis),
common to all nine

the neural

are shown

tures predicts

and

temporal
these trends are not

though

models

that each of these signa
inmultiple
cortical regions.

strong activation

and

their component
semantic features and provide
the
basis for all of its predictions. The learned signatures
for the semantic features "eat," "push," and "run"
in Fig. 4. Notice

predicts

gyms),
(right postcentral
for "listen," which
predicts acti

by the similaritybetween theirpredicted fMRI im
age and

they pre
though in

cases

ditional

a leave-one

between

the correspondence
holds for only a
the nine participants.
ad
For example,
features for participant PI include the sig

some

in the text corpus,
we
frequent). Specifically,
out test inwhich
the model

the 300 most

signatures

interesting correspondences
the function of cortical regions in which
dict activation and that verb's meaning,
subset

omitting
conducted

learned
exhibit

signatures
across participants.
for several other verbs

commonalities
learned

that these

exhibit

highly frequentwords (the 1300 most frequent
tokens

illustrates

rows of signatures demonstrates
intermediate
semantic
feature

also

test the ability of the model to dis
an even more
diverse
range of
among
tinguish
1000
words, we tested its ability to resolve among

the verb "eat," inmo
that it co-occurs with "push,"
with

were

trained for all nine participants, and
over
these nine
accuracy
prediction

was measured.

accuracies

is shown

The distribution

of resulting
in the blue histogram
in Fig. 5.

accuracy over these 115 feature sets is
the SD is 0.041, and the minimum
and max

0.60,

are 0.46 and 0.68, respectively.
feature sets generating
the highest and
lowest accuracy are shown at (26). The fact that the
imum

The

accuracies

random

mean

is greater than 0.50 suggests
that
accuracy
some
sets
feature
the
semantic
of
many
capture
content of the 60 stimulus words
and some of the
in the corresponding
brain activation.
among these 115 feature sets, none came
the 0.77 mean accuracy of our manually
generated feature set (shown by the red bar in the
in Fig. 5). This result suggests
the set of
histogram
regularities
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close to
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encoding
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distinctive
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neural

activation

words

in the brain.
The results reported here estab
between
the
predictive
relationship
co-occurrence
of word
in text and the

Discussion.

marize,

nevertheless

In order to

features

lish a direct,
statistics
neural

activation

word

with

associated

thinking about
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long after its explosion

The Cassiopeia
A Supernova
Was
of Type lib

A

Oliver Krause,1* Stephan M. Birkmann,1 Tomonori Usuda,2 Takashi Hattori,2
Miwa Goto/ George H. Rieke,3 Karl A, Misselt3
Cassiopeia ? is the youngest supernova remnant known in the MilkyWay and a unique laboratory
for supernova

physics.

We

present

an optical

A supernova

of the Cassiopeia

spectrum

near

maximum brightness, obtained from observations of a scattered light echo more than three
centuries after the direct light of the explosion swept past Earth.The spectrum shows that
Cassiopeia A was a type lib supernova and originated from the collapse of the helium core of a red
supergiant that had lost most of its hydrogen envelope before exploding. Our finding concludes a
long-standing debate on the Cassiopeia A progenitor and provides new insight into supernova
physics by linking the properties of the explosion to the wealth of knowledge about its remnant
The

remnant Cassiopeia
A is one
supernova
in the sky, with
of the most-studied
objects
observations
from the longest radio waves
to gamma
rate indi
rays. The remnant expansion
cates that the core of its progenitor
star collapsed
around the year 1681 ? 19, as viewed
from Earth

(/). Because of itsyouth and proximity of 3.4 j^',3
kpc (2),Cas A provides a unique opportunity to
probe the death of a massive
retical models
of core-collapse

star and to test theo

Supernovae. How
because
ever, such tests are compromised
the Cas
A supernova
at most a taint optical dis
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for an extragalactic
supernova
(6).
ly demonstrated
We have monitored
infrared echoes around Cas
at a wavelength

of

24

urn with

use

of

the

multiband imagingphotometer (MIPS) instrument
aboard theSpitzer Space Telescope (?).The results
confirm that they arise from the flashemitted in the
initialexplosion of Cas A (J).An image takenon
20 August 2007 revealed a bright (flux density
=
0.36 ? 0.04 Jy, 1 Jy = W'26 W
irf2 Hz""1)
^2%m
and mainly unresolved
echo feature located 80 arc

min northwestof Cas A (positionangle 311? eastof
north). Ithad not been detected (F24fim< 2 mJy;
5-g) on two previous

images of this region obtained

on 2 October 2006 and 23 January2007 (Fig. 1).
An image obtained on 7 January2008 shows
that the peak

of
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in surface

play on Earth at the timeof explosion. The lackof

brightnessby a factorof 18and shiftedtoward the

a definitive

west

that there is almost no
sighting means
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Transient
infrared

optical
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associated

with

in an

/c*-band

image obtained at awavelength of 6500 ? at the
Calar

Alto

2.2-m

telescope

on 6 October

2007

The discovery of lightechoes due both to scat
tering and to absorption

and re-emission

of the out

dust
going supernovaflash (4,5) by the interstellar
near the remnant raised

the possibility
of conduct
study of the last historic Galactic
its scattered light. Similar
supernova by observing
of a supernova
ly, the determination
spectral type
ing a postmortem
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